Living in cities is an art, and we’ve delivered the design and style to complement your urban living.

COLUMBIA™
A SLEEK, FLEXIBLE LOOK FOR MODERN KITCHENS
3/4" thick RTF slab doors and drawer fronts • Rigid thermofoil laminate fused to CARB2-compliant MDF core • Backside of doors and drawer fronts are white melamine, regardless of finish ordered • Finish pattern runs horizontally for door and drawer fronts only, end panel finish pattern runs vertically • Square design for all cabinets; offered with slab drawer fronts • Decorative hardware is required • Not available in cabinets with doors taller than 48". See Studio Full Access Cabinet Specifications for details


Columbia shown in Baroque Finish
Columbia™ is available in the following finish patterns and color options*:

**PREMIUM FINISH**

**FINISH GROUP 2**
Stylish and sleek wood grain finishes with little-to-no texture

- Soprano
- Finesse
- Seria
- Baroque
- Verismo
- Tannery Maple

**FINISH GROUP 3**
Heavily textured wood grain finishes create the look and feel of real wood

- Diva
- Aged Oak Gray
- Southwester
- Mackinac

*Please refer to Studio Full Access price book for information on prices by finish group.